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Abstract
The Freedom of Informaton Act 2000 (FOIA) gives individuals the right to request and receive
access to informaton held by public authorites. Under the FOIA, a public authority releasing
requested informaton has no post-release obligatons to monitor any subsequent uses of that
informaton, nor are any specifc obligatons imposed on the recipient of the informaton. It is
made clear in the FOIA, however, that in most circumstances any informaton that consttutes
personal data (i.e. any informaton relatng to an identfed or identfable living individual) will be
exempt from freedom of informaton requests.
In the last few years the interplay between freedom of informaton requests and data protecton
law has been considered by UK courts in several interestng cases. By and large, these cases have
focused on issues relatng to the anonymisaton of personal data. Under UK and EU data
protecton legislaton data that have been anonymised so that they can no longer be used to
identfy an individual are considered anonymous, and thus not personal data. As anonymous data
are not personal data they are not exempt from freedom of informaton requests made under the
FOIA. Operatng under this premise, UK courts have begun to order public authorites to release
datasets containing anonymised personal data to individuals who have requested access.
As the FOIA imposes no post-release obligatons on the releaser or recipient of requested
informaton it can be said to endorse a “release and forget” approach to disclosing data. In the
context of datasets containing anonymised personal data, however, this approach is problematc.
Recent work undertaken in the feld of anonymisaton has revealed that total and infallible
anonymisaton of personal data is not possible. Instead, it has been convincingly demonstrated
that anonymisaton is highly context-dependant, and that the success of atempts to anonymise
data will be contngent on a range of factors such as the environment into which the data are to
be released, how that environment might change over tme, the identty and range of the
recipients of the data, and the future purposes to which those data will be turned. As a result, the
“release and forget” approach upon which the FOIA appears to be premised is not ft for purpose.
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The functon of this artcle is twofold. First, it argues that the approach to anonymisaton and
personal data taken by the FOIA is detached from contemporary authoritatve understandings of
these concepts and should be rethought. Second, having outlined the limitatons of the current
approach, the artcle proposes a new model for disclosing data under the FOIA based on notons of
privacy and data protecton by design.

Introducton
The Freedom of Informaton Act 2000[3] gives individuals the right to request and receive access
to informaton held by public authorites. Under the FOIA, a public authority releasing requested
informaton has no post-release obligatons to monitor any subsequent uses of that informaton,
nor are any specifc obligatons imposed on the recipient of the informaton regarding its future
uses or further sharing. As such, the FOIA can be said to embrace a “release and forget” approach
to disclosing data. It is made clear in the FOIA, however, that in most circumstances, informaton
that consttutes personal data as per the defniton used by UK data protecton legislaton is
exempt from FOI requests. Conversely, personal data that have been rendered anonymous (i.e.
“non-personal”) through a process of anonymisaton are not exempt from FOI requests.
However, in recent years questons regarding whether, and to what extent, the anonymisaton of
personal data is possible have become increasingly prominent. Recent advances in informaton
technologies and analytcal tools have demonstrated that the complete and infallible
anonymisaton of personal data is not possible. [4] Predictably, this has caused difcultes for data
controllers and public authorites when it comes to determining whether data at their disposal can
be considered “personal” or “anonymous”. Signifcantly, however, both EU and UK data protecton
legislaton appears to allow for a risk-based approach to the concept of personal data, according
to which data will only be considered “personal” if there is a signifcant risk of those data being
used to identfy an individual. [5] As a result, atempts to determine whether data can be
considered “personal” or “anonymous” have become exercises in risk management.
Though questons surrounding anonymisaton and its shortcomings have been discussed in
academic and scholarly literature for the best part of a decade, [6] they have recently assumed
greater practcal signifcance. UK courts, for instance, have increasingly been asked to consider
how these exercises in risk-management can and should be undertaken in practce, partcularly in
relaton to FOI requests. Specifcally, courts are increasingly being asked to consider whether data
at the centre of FOI requests can be considered anonymous, and thus suitable for disclosure, or
personal, and therefore exempt from FOI requests. For instance, in one notable case, Queen Mary
v Alem Mathees,[7] the First Tier Tribunal[8] held that data in the possession of Queen Mary,
University of London, were anonymous and subsequently ordered that they be disclosed pursuant
of the applicant’s FOI request.
By way of reference to the UK Anonymisaton Network’s [9] Anonymisaton Decision-making
Framework,[10] and other recent research in the feld, [11] this artcle argues that the approach of
the FTT in this case, whilst consistent with the core tenets and provisions of the FOIA, was based
on an approach to anonymisaton that was disconnected from leading authoritatve
understandings of the concept. This, the artcle contends, highlights a range of problems inherent
in the FOIA’s “release and forget” ethos, and that this approach to data disclosure needs to be
fundamentally rethought. Following this, the artcle proposes and outlines a new alternatve
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model for disclosing data under the FOIA which has been designed specifcally to address some of
the most notable shortcomings of the current approach.
The artcle takes the following structure. First, the artcle outlines the legislatve background to the
abovementoned issues and explains the FOIA’s right of access, the concept of personal data, and
the interplay between the two. Second, the artcle explains the concept of anonymisaton, how
total and infallible anonymisaton of personal data is not possible, but how UK and EU data
protecton law appears to allow for a risk-based approach to the categorisaton of personal and
anonymous data. Third, the artcle outlines and explains the facts, issues and judgment of Queen
Mary v Alem Mathees. Having done this, the fourth secton of the artcle then argues that, in light
of recent developments in the feld of anonymisaton, not only must the approach taken by the
FTT in this case be considered incorrect, but that it serves as a tmely demonstraton of how the
FOIA’s release and forget approach to data disclosures itself is unft for purpose. In its fnal
substantve secton, the artcle posits how the limits of the FOIA’s “release and forget” disclosure
model might conceivably be addressed by way of the adopton of data protecton by design
strategies. In this secton, the artcle proposes a new model for disclosing data under the FOIA that
incorporates a range of data protecton by design elements. The artcle concludes with a summary
of its core arguments.

1. The Freedom of Informaton Act 2000
Having reached the statute book in 2000 the FOIA came into force in January 2005, [12] helping to
crystallise various provisions of the European Conventon on Human Rights, [13] notably the right
to freedom of expression,[14] into UK law. As has been noted elsewhere, perhaps the most
signifcant driver behind the FOIA’s enactment was a desire to give efect to the principle of open
and transparent government.[15] The most noteworthy way in which the FOIA is geared towards
this objectve is the way in which it bestows upon individuals a general right of access to
informaton held by public authorites. This is specifed in secton 1(1), which states:
“Any person making a request for informaton to a public authority is enttled—

(a)
To be informed in writng by the public authority whether it holds informaton of the
descripton specifed in the request, and
(b)

If that is the case, to have the informaton communicated to him .”

Pursuant of this, presumably to ensure maximum coverage and avoid the emergence of loopholes,
the FOIA gives a very wide defniton to the term “public authorites”. In contrast with other pieces
of UK legislaton, which tend to treat the term with ambiguity, [16] the FOIA includes a specifc list
of all insttutons, actors and bodies that can be considered a public authority. This list includes,
but is not limited to, central government departments and agencies; local authorites; Natonal
Health Service bodies, including individual general practtoners, dentsts and pharmacists; schools,
colleges and universites; the police and armed forces; regulators; publicly owned companies; and
the Britsh Broadcastng Corporaton.[17]
Upon receiving a FOI request as per secton 1(1), assuming no exempton applies, a public
authority must identfy and disclose the requested informaton to the requestng party within
twenty days of the date of request.[18] A failure to do so will be unlawful. The recipient of the
informaton released by the public authority (i.e. the party responsible for making the FOI request)
will then be under no obligatons so far as future re-uses, sharing and disclosures of that
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informaton are concerned. In other words, so long as no other statutory or common law
restrictons apply, the recipient of the informaton is free to use that informaton in any way they
wish, including making that informaton open to the public. [19] Concurrently, the public authority
is under no obligaton to monitor any uses of that informaton post release. To this end, it can be
said the FOIA embraces a “release and forget” [20] approach to data disclosures. The implicatons
of this will be returned to later in the artcle.[21]
What is signifcant for our present purposes are some deliberate caveats to the FOIA’s right to
informaton. Specifcally, Part II of the FOIA adopts a wide range of exemptons which exclude
various types of informaton from requests made under secton 1(1). [22] The exempton that is of
greatest interest to this artcle, however, is informaton that is personal data. [23]

1.1. The interplay between the FOIA and data protecton law
The now superseded Data Protecton Act 1998[24] referred to in the FOIA defned personal data
as:
“…data which relate to a living individual who can be identfed—

(a)

from those data, or

(b)
from those data and other informaton which is in the possession of, or is likely to come
into the possession of, the data controller…”[25]
Secton 3 of the recently enacted Data Protecton Act 2018, [26] which replaces the 1998 Act, ofers
a more comprehensive defniton which mirrors that contained within the General Data Protecton
Regulaton[27] of the European Union:
“(2) “Personal data” means any informaton relatng to an identfed or identfable living
individual…

(3) “Identfable living individual” means a living individual who can be identfed, directly or
indirectly, in partcular by reference to—
(a)
or

an identfer such as a name, an identfcaton number, locaton data or an online identfer,

(b)
one or more factors specifc to the physical, physiological, genetc, mental, economic,
cultural or social identty of the individual.”[28]
Secton 40(2) of the FOIA then specifes that personal data is exempt from any requests made
under secton 1(1) FOIA if disclosure of those data would contravene any of the data protecton
principles as contained within the DPA 2018. Specifcally, the principles hold that: the processing,
including the disclosure, of personal data must be lawful, fair and transparent; [29] that the
purpose for which personal data is collected must be specifed, explicit and legitmate, and that
personal data must not be processed in any way that is incompatble with any such purpose; [30]
personal data must be adequate, relevant, and not excessive in relaton to the purpose for which
they are processed; [31] personal data must be accurate and, where necessary, kept up to date; [32]
personal data must be kept for no longer than is necessary for the purpose for which it is
processed;[33] and personal data must be processed in a manner that includes taking appropriate
security measures as regards risks that arise from processing personal data. [34]
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The principle that is most obviously applicable in the immediate context is that which states that
the processing of personal data must be lawful and fair. For any processing of personal data to be
considered lawful, one of the legitmising grounds mentoned in Artcle 6(1) GDPR must apply:

(a)
the data subject has given consent to the processing of his or her personal data for one or
more specifc purposes;
(b)
Processing is necessary for the performance of a contract to which the data subject is party
or in order to take steps at the request of the data subject prior to entering into a contract;
(c)
Processing is necessary for compliance with a legal obligaton to which the controller is
subject;
(d)
Processing is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject or of
another natural person;
(e)
Processing is necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the public interest or in
the exercise of ofcial authority vested in the controller;
(f)
Processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitmate interests pursued by the
controller or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden by the interests or
fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject which require protecton of personal data…
[35]

As has been noted elsewhere, to date when dealing with secton 40(2) FOIA cases, in determining
whether it will be lawful to disclose personal data as part of an FOI request public authorites have
tended to invoke the ‘legitmate interests’ ground for processing as their relevant justfcaton as
per Schedule 2 of the DPA 1998.[36] Whilst Artcle 6(1)(f) of the GDPR contains a restricton which
prohibits public authorites from invoking the “legitmate interests” grounds for processing “in the
performance of their tasks”,[37] the new secton 40(8) of the FOIA inserted by the DPA 2018
disqualifes this restricton in the context of disclosing data following FOI requests. [38]
So far as the fairness of any processing of personal data is concerned, the Informaton
Commissioner’s Ofce, the UK’s independent regulatory body concerned with overseeing maters
of data protecton and electronic communicatons,[39] has published various guidance notes on
how fairness can be assessed.[40] In its guidance on requests for personal data of public authority
employees, for instance, the ICO advises that a range of factors could indicate whether the
disclosure of personal data in the context of a FOI request would be fair. Specifcally, it is
suggested that if informaton at the centre of an FOI request is sensitve personal data its
disclosure is unlikely to be fair.[41] Other factors, such as the reasonable expectatons of the
individuals to whom the data relate, the rights and freedoms of those individuals, and the weight
of possible legitmate interests in the disclosure of the data, are also highly relevant when it comes
to determining fairness in this context. [42] In short, what this amounts to is the fact that, due to
circumstances surrounding data at the heart of an FOI request, many FOI requests regarding
personal data, including those that are based on the “legitmate interests” of other partes, may be
outweighed and defeated by the interests of those to whom the data relate, meaning that
disclosing personal data under the FOIA will ofen be difcult to achieve.
In any event, when read in conjuncton with one another, the defniton of personal data
contained in the DPA 2018, secton 40(2) FOIA, the relevant parts of the GDPR, and the advice of
the ICO, have a clear combined efect: if informaton held by a public authority can be used to
identfy a living individual (i.e. the informaton is personal data), and the disclosure of this
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informaton either does not fall within one of the GDPR’s legitmising grounds or would be unfair
to the individuals to whom it relates, it will be exempt from requests made under secton 1(1)
FOIA. The only way data of this sort can be disclosed under the FOIA is if they are anonymised, so
that they are no longer “personal”. Since the coming into force of the FOIA in 2005, however, this
has proved to be a source of contenton.
On several notable occasions, for instance, public authorites have refused to grant requests for
informaton made under secton 1(1) FOIA on the basis that the requested informaton amounted
to personal data, and its disclosure would breach the data protecton principles, leading to them
being brought before the courts due to alleged misapplicatons of s.40(2). [43] Most of these
disputes have revolved around disagreements as to the nature of the informaton requested, with
the requestng party alleging that the informaton sought does not consttute personal data, the
public authority of whom the request has been made arguing that it does and that disclosure of
the data would be unlawful and/or unfair, and the courts being asked to decide one way or the
other.
At a glance this might not seem especially troublesome. It might be assumed, for instance, that
determining whether informaton can or cannot be used to identfy an individual, or whether
informaton “relates” to an individual, should ordinarily be straightorward. This, however, is ofen
far from the truth. Due to constant developments in the feld of informaton technology that have
occurred since the mid-twenteth century, ‘personal data’ is a term capable of encompassing an
ever-expanding range of informaton. As a result, discerning when and whether certain types of
informaton consttute personal data can be extremely challenging. This is partcularly the case in
situatons where personal data have supposedly been anonymised.

2. Anonymous data and the shortcomings of “anonymisaton”
techniques
As explained above, the exempton listed under secton 40(2) FOIA applies to data that are
“personal” in accordance with the defniton used by data protecton legislaton. However, as is
made explicitly clear in the recitals of the GDPR anonymous data should not be considered
personal data:
“The principles of data protecton should…not apply to anonymous informaton, namely
informaton that does not relate to an identfed or identfable natural person or to data rendered
anonymous in such a manner that the data subject is no longer identfable .”[44]
Ergo, data that are non-personal, or have been rendered anonymous by way of anonymisaton
techniques do not fall within secton 40(2)’s remit, and thus are not exempt from FOI requests.
[45] As is considered in greater detail below, for data to be considered anonymous the risk of an
individual being identfed from those data must be negligible.
In an ideal world this would not give us much reason for pause. If it were possible, for instance, to
defnitvely sort every datum into boxes marked “personal” and “anonymous” there would be no
complicatons inherent in the law’s dichotomous treatment of these two data types.
Unfortunately, however, this ideal is far-removed from reality. Notably, due to advances in socalled “re-identfcaton techniques” that have occurred over the last decade or so, a development
which can primarily be atributed to technological developments such as the emergence of “big
data”,[46] the idea that there is such a thing as complete, infallible and perfect anonymisaton of
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data has been exposed as a myth.[47] Put simply, it is no longer possible to guarantee the absolute
anonymisaton of data through the use of traditonal anonymisaton techniques over tme, as the
combinaton and cross-analysis of supposedly anonymised data with other data, which may or
may not be publicly available, will in some cases make it possible for individuals to be “reidentfed” from data that have supposedly been anonymised.[48]
Helpfully, the Artcle 29 Working Party’s Opinion on Anonymisaton Techniques [49] describes three
common types of re-identfcaton risks:
‘Singling out’: the possibility of isolatng some, or all, of the records contained in a dataset which
identfy an individual within that dataset.
‘Linkability’: the ability to link at least two records containing the same data subject or a group of
data subjects, either in the same database or in two diferent databases.
‘Inference’: the possibility of deducing, with signifcant probability the value of certain atributes
in a dataset from the value of other atributes.[50]
As is explained below, the extent to which any dataset or data are susceptble to these risks will
depend on context and a range of diferent factors. In any event, “anonymous” data as interpreted
by the Artcle 29 Working Party are data for which all three of the abovementoned types of risk
are mitgated.
As has been noted elsewhere, however, the emergence of these risks has blurred the boundaries
of the dichotomous approach to personal and anonymised data taken by European and UK data
protecton legislaton.[51] This has also led to proclamatons that the practcal worth of
anonymisaton techniques is now efectvely zero and, as a result, the abovementoned dichotomy
between personal and anonymised data should be abandoned, as the dividing line between
“personal” and “anonymous” data has become irreversibly blurred. [52] Others, however, have
been more optmistc and have highlighted how whilst complete and infallible anonymisaton of
data is not possible, successful anonymisaton can stll be achieved in some situatons. [53]
Pursuant of this, various observers, having highlighted that EU data protecton law does not
require a one hundred percent guarantee of non-identfability in order for data to avoid being
categorised as personal data,[54] have advocated for the adopton of a risk-based approach to
data protecton, and argued that data should only be considered personal if there is a substantal
risk of those data being used to identfy an individual. [55] Put another way, under this approach
data should be considered “anonymous” if the risk of them being used to identfy an individual is
negligible. As has been noted elsewhere, a close analysis of the provisions of the GDPR reveals
that it appears to allow for such an approach.[56]
Consequently, regulatory bodies and other organisatons have begun to ofer advice on how such
determinatons can be made, and how anonymisaton should be understood. Notably, in 2012 the
ICO published its code of practce on the anonymisaton of personal data. [57] The code contains
guidance on how data controllers can take steps to minimise the risk or re-identfcaton
associated with personal data they have anonymised, and states that if, having considered a range
of relevant factors, the risk of re-identfcaton associated with data is remote or negligible, then
those data should be considered anonymous, not personal.
Of note, the code suggests that data controllers deploy a “motvated intruder” test, to see
whether a motvated intruder with no specialist knowledge or equipment would likely be able to
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identfy an individual from data without having to resort to criminality. [58] If the answer to this
queston is “no” this, according to the ICO, should indicate that the data are anonymous. Whilst
not binding in law, the code is generally thought to be persuasive, and has come to be used by the
courts in cases relatng to FOI requests as a means of determining whether data at the centre of
disputes between public authorites and partes responsible for making FOI requests can be
considered anonymous or personal. However, perhaps the most authoritatve guidance issued on
anonymisaton to date, and certainly that which is most relevant to this artcle, is the
Anonymisaton Decision-making Framework of the UK Anonymisaton Network. [59]

2.1. The UKAN Anonymisaton Decision-making Framework[60]
The UKAN Framework represents the culminaton of a three-year cross-sector collaboraton
process between multple disciplines. Though its 156 pages are not legally binding, their contents
and guidance are widely considered to be authoritatve.[61]
Whilst notng that anonymisaton is generally not a well-understood concept, the Framework
explains that it is an ongoing area of research that is of critcal importance, and that whilst it faces
many complex issues and challenges, the majority of these should not be thought of as being
insurmountable. More generally, whilst acknowledging that complete and infallible anonymisaton
of data is not possible, the Framework reiterates the argument that anonymisaton is stll
achievable in some situatons and contexts. In so doing, it provides a guide for those in possession
of datasets which include individuals’ personal data in respect of how to anonymise these data,
reduce and balance risks of re-identfcaton, and develop best practce.
The Framework’s key overarching message is that anonymisaton is a heavily context-dependant
process, and that it is only by considering anonymised data and the environment into which they
might be released that a decision can conscientously be made as to whether said data can be
considered anonymous. The contextual details surrounding the release of anonymised dataset are
referred to by UKAN as “the data situaton”. [62] Historically many approaches to anonymisaton
have tended to rely on looking at data alone, in isolaton, ignoring the data situaton of those data.
Such approaches, according to UKAN, are premised on an outdated understanding of
anonymisaton and should be resisted.[63]
So to justfy this positon, the Framework notes that it will be impossible for holders of
anonymised datasets to guard against risks of re-identfcaton unless they have some knowledge
in respect of the nature of those risks, an appreciaton of their severity, and the likelihood of them
manifestng.[64] A consideraton of the nature of the data, the recipients of the data, the purposes
for which the data will be used, the existence and incentves of “motvated intruders”, and the
existence of other types of data available either publicly or privately both in the present and in the
future, will therefore be critcal to determining whether data can be considered anonymous. To
this extent, the Framework’s guidance can be said to align somewhat with the abovementoned
ICO anonymisaton code of practce.
Perhaps the most signifcant aspect of the UKAN Framework, however, is the way in which it
convincingly argues and strongly emphasises that anonymisaton should be thought of as an
ongoing process, or functon of data and their external environment, rather than as a one-tme
procedure or fnite end state.[65] In other words, atempts to anonymise data should be thought
of as contnuously enduring actvites, that should not necessarily ever be thought of as being
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defnitvely concluded. In this sense, the Framework explains how the probability of reidentfcaton of certain data might conceivably be considered minimal at the tme of their release
(i.e. the data could be considered anonymous), but at a later point in tme changes to the “data
situaton” brought about by technological developments or the availability of new data sources
could, post-release, increase the risk of those data being re-identfed to a higher level, efectvely
rendering them “personal” once more.[66]
The Framework suggests, therefore, that the releasers of anonymised datasets should contnue to
observe the environment into which such datasets are released to monitor whether the risks of reidentfcaton remain low and, if the level of risk rises, take steps to mitgate those risks postrelease. It is only through taking such steps that successful anonymisaton can truly be achieved.
[67] According to UKAN, therefore, the issue of data identfability (i.e. whether data are personal
or anonymous) is relatve to the contextual situaton of those data at any given tme. This
approach is referred to by UKAN as “functonal anonymisaton”. [68] As has been noted elsewhere,
due to its holistc ethos, UKAN’s approach can also be described as “dynamic”. [69]
This is an approach to the concept of personal data that appears to be consistent with recent
jurisprudence of the Court of Justce of the European Union. [70] This is best shown by the recent
Breyer[71] case, where the CJEU concluded that Internet Protocol addresses would only consttute
personal data in the hands of a website operator if another party, such as an Internet service
provider could link an address to an individual, and if the website operator had a legal means of
obtaining the informaton held by the service provider.
Troublingly, however, despite UKAN’s authoritatve guidance, there are reasons to believe that
anonymisaton is poorly understood by the courts, and moreover, that the FOIA’s “release and
forget” approach cannot be considered appropriate in a world where anonymisaton should be
thought of as a dynamic and highly context-dependant process. The case of Queen Mary v Alem
Mathees serves as a prime example as to why this is so.

3. Queen Mary University of London v (1) The Informaton
Commissioner and (2) Alem Mathees, EA/2015/0269
3.1. Facts
The case revolved around a long-term and large-scale clinical research trial conducted by Queen
Mary, University of London,[72] informally known as “PACE”.[73] The trial, which commenced in
2002, was designed to test the efectveness of various treatments for the suferers of Chronic
Fatgue Syndrome. As part of the trial many medical baseline and treatment results were collected
from over six hundred trial partcipants, with much of this data being collected via questonnaires.
The data gathered did not contain any direct or indirect identfers (e.g. data regarding
partcipants’ names, locaton, gender or ethnicity), and partcipants were assured that the
confdentality of those data would be guaranteed. The partcipants gave their consent, however,
to those data potentally being anonymised and shared with independent scientsts from outside
the university upon request for the purposes of collaboratve research, subject to additonal
confdentality agreements.[74]
The results of the trial were controversial and its methodology was widely critcised. [75] Pursuant
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of this, the complainant, Mr Mathees, made a request under secton 1(1) FOIA to access
anonymised aspects of the data used in the trial with the intenton of testng the PACE trial
methodology. The request was rejected by QMUL for several reasons. The reason that is of the
greatest interest to this artcle, however, was the fact that the data in queston related to
individuals who had partcipated in the trial and, as a result, consttuted “sensitve personal data”
as per the defniton contained within the Data Protecton Act 1998. As there was no legitmising
ground for disclosing such data, and that doing so would be unfair to the individuals to whom the
data pertained (i.e. disclosure would breach the data protecton principles), QMUL declared the
PACE data immune from disclosure on the basis of s.40(2) FOIA.
Afer a process of internal review, QMUL’s decision to reject Mr Mathees’ request was appealed
to the UK Informaton Commissioner. [76] Following an examinaton of the facts, and the diferent
possible risks of re-identfcaton, the IC concluded that the data to which Mr Mathees’ access
request pertained had successfully been anonymised and thus were not sensitve personal data for
the purposes of the DPA. Therefore, the PACE data were not covered by s.40(2) FOIA. [77]
Specifcally, the IC pointed out that the PACE dataset contained one row for each of the 640
partcipants, each row had fourteen columns, one of which had a PIN number representng a
single trial partcipant, with the others representng numerical scores for the various outcomes of
the tests undertaken. Though the IC conceded that in theory it would be possible for individuals to
be re-identfed from this informaton were it to be released publicly (e.g. partcipants of the trial,
or possibly people known to them, could re-identfy by way of locatng their own scores in the
dataset, or re-identfcaton occurring through the PACE data being linked with other medical
records) this was very unlikely to occur, and that in order for the data to be considered personal
the risk of re-identfcaton must be greater than remote. [78]
Accordingly, the IC concluded that QMUL’s argument that the PACE data consttuted sensitve
personal data was based on an error of law. As there was no lawful reason for refusing Mr
Mathees’ FOI request, the IC ordered that the data must be disclosed. QMUL appealed to the FTT.

3.2. Issues
On appeal, the FTT was asked to resolve whether the data requested by Mr Mathees were
personal data for the purposes of the DPA 1998, and whether even though those data had
formally been anonymised, there was a chance that partcipants in the trial could be identfed
from the requested data.
In relaton to these questons, QMUL argued that despite eforts having been made to anonymise
the data, there was a signifcant risk that a “motvated intruder” would be able to re-identfy
individuals from the data were they to be released openly and without restricton. This, it was
argued, was enough to demonstrate that the PACE data were indeed sensitve personal data, and
thus, that they were exempt from disclosure under the FOIA.

3.3. The First Tier Tribunal’s Decision
By a two to one majority, the FTT rejected QMUL’s argument that the data were sensitve personal
data, and instead agreed with the IC’s conclusion that the data had been anonymised and should
be disclosed. In making its decision the FTT endorsed the risk-based approach to the concepts of
anonymisaton and personal data advanced by the ICO in its abovementoned code of practce,
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and held that where personal data have been anonymised, so long as the risk of re-identfcaton is
“remote” those data should not be considered “personal”. Operatng under this premise the FTT
held that the risk of individuals being identfed from the PACE data, were those data to be
released publicly, was remote. Ergo, the PACE data could rightly be considered anonymous and
not personal. This conclusion was based on several factors.
First, the FTT pointed out that the data in queston had been subject to anonymisaton techniques
and contained no direct identfers. Instead, the data were based on variable outcomes that would
be difcult to repeat with any great precision (e.g. various physical tests). [79] This, it was argued,
was suggestve of the re-identfcaton risk atached to those data being low.
Second, the FTT observed that the possibility of third partes re-identfying PACE partcipants from
an analysis of the anonymised data in queston alone was essentally nil. The only way for reidentfcaton to occur would be for a third party to discover other informaton that could be used
to link the anonymised records contained in the PACE dataset with records in another dataset, the
likes of which would not, in theory, be available to the public. In relaton to this fnding, the FTT
concluded that for the data within the trial dataset to be linked to a trial partcipant the expertse
and knowledge of a medical professional who was willing to breach their professional and legal
obligatons would most likely be required. Notng that according to the ICO code of practce on
anonymisaton suggests that a “motvated intruder” should not presumed to have any “specialist
knowledge or equipment”, nor should they be “expected to resort to criminality to access the
data”,[80] the FTT suggested it was implausible that the data would ever end up in the hands of
such a person, and rejected QMUL’s argument that a motvated intruder could possibly re-identfy
individuals from the data.[81]
It was also remarked that when atemptng to determine the risk of re-identfcaton associated
with an anonymised dataset it was not necessary to take into account eforts that were
“borderline sociopathic or psychopathic” in nature. [82] In relaton to this point, the FTT was also
keen to stress that whilst external factors that may impact on the risk of re-identfcaton must be
considered, such as the existence of motvated intruders and availability of other informaton,
generic references to social media and any other non-specifc assertons (e.g. because there are so
many data “out there” etc.) are not sufcient to show that a risk of re-identfcaton is more than
“remote”.
Third, the FTT noted that historically, other similarly anonymised clinical trial datasets had been
released publicly without giving rise to any signifcant re-identfcaton incidents. This, it was
argued, was suggestve of the disclosure of the PACE data also being low risk. [83]
Finally, as QMUL had already shared the PACE data with independent scientsts for the purposes
of collaboratve research, it was argued that this amounted to an implicit acknowledgement on
behalf of QMUL that the PACE data had been successfully anonymised, thereby indicatng the
suitability of disclosing those data more widely.

4. Dissectng the decision of the FTT in the QMUL case
There are elements of the FTT’s decision that give rise to some substantal concerns. These
primarily relate to the way in which aspects of the FTT’s reasoning was disconnected from
contemporary authoritatve understandings of anonymisaton. Specifcally, this secton of the
artcle critques the FTT’s decision on the basis that:
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•

The FTT deployed a simplistc and outdated version of the ICO’s motvated intruder test;

•

The FTT adopted an overly simplistc view of the importance of the external environment
into which the PACE data were to be released which failed to account for the whole data
situaton of the PACE data; and

•

The FTT drew improper conclusions about the risk-status of the PACE data from other
unrelated data disclosures.

Before proceeding further, it is important to note that this secton of the artcle is not designed to
solely critcise the judgment of the FTT, but to show how the questonable approach of the FTT in
the QMUL case exposes the unsatsfactory nature of the FOIA’s “release and forget” approach.
Having concluded that the requested PACE data had been satsfactorily anonymised, afer all, the
FTT had no opton but to order the unfetered, “release and forget”, disclosure of those data due
to the wording of the substantve provisions of the FOIA. As is explained below, however, the
unrestricted and completely open release of anonymised datasets cannot be considered good
practce in most circumstances. In other words, though the FTT’s approach and reasoning in and of
itself was dubious, its decision illustrates the bigger point of how the legislatve framework under
which it was operatng is unft for purpose and in need of reform.

4.1. The deployment of a simplistc and outdated version of the ICO’s motvated
intruder test
As noted above, the ICO’s default version of the motvated intruder test holds that a motvated
intruder should not be taken to have any specialist knowledge, nor should they be expected to
resort to any criminality to re-identfy anonymised data. Pursuant of this, as the re-identfcaton of
the PACE data would likely require expert knowledge and/or criminal conduct, the FTT deemed
that the data was sufciently anonymised as a motvated intruder, as envisaged by the ICO code of
practce at least, would not be able to re-identfy any individuals from an analysis of those data.
As implied by the UKAN Framework, however, in some contexts the releaser of a dataset may have
to adopt a diferent standard of the motvated intruder test depending on the nature and
sensitvity of data they seek to release. Some data types for instance, will be much more atractve
to certain partes than others, and thus may atract more highly motvated and/or skilled
intruders. A consideraton of the motvatons of such persons will be critcal to developing an
assessment of the data environment of those data.[84]
Partcularly, the Framework notes that the more sensitve the data in queston are, the more likely
it is that they will atract intruders with extensive skills and motvatons, and hints that the
motvated intruder test should be adjusted in accordance with this. Given the highly sensitve
nature of medical and healthcare data, it seems plausible that the PACE dataset could conceivably
have been more atractve to intruders, including those that might be willing to resort to
criminality, than a dataset containing data of a lesser sensitvity. Accordingly, it is concerning that
the FTT, and the IC before it,[85] were happy to rely on the default version of the motvated
intruder test, and dismissed the idea of the nature of the data contained within the PACE dataset
necessitatng the adopton of a higher standard in accordance with the data situaton. [86] The fact,
for instance, that ICO code holds that a motvated intruder should not be expected to resort to
commit a criminal ofence in order to re-identfy data raises questons about its general suitability,
and in so doing the suitability of the approach of the ICO and FTT, as it seems far from implausible
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that in instances involving sensitve and/or valuable data an intruder could resort to such means.

4.2. The adopton of an overly simplistc and limited view of the importance of the
external environment into which the PACE data were to be released
Irrespectve of the appropriateness of the way in which questons surrounding the motvated
intruder test were dealt with, a further concern to be had with the judgment is the fact that the
FTT appeared to treat the assessment of the re-identfcaton risks associated with the PACE data
as a “one and done” type exercise, rather than considering anonymisaton an ongoing process.
Essentally, in fnding that the risk of re-identfcaton associated with the data was remote, the FTT
appeared to be of the belief that as the data could be considered anonymous at the tme the case
was heard, the data would remain anonymous for the remainder of their existence.
As noted above, in reaching this conclusion the FTT was critcal of suggestons that vague and
general statements about re-identfcaton risk being high due to so many data being available
“out there”. This must surely be correct, as allowing for mere speculaton to inform decisions
about re-identfcaton risk cannot be considered good practce. [87]
However, whilst the FTT rightly eschewed the overly simplistc approach of arguments made on
such grounds, it failed to meaningfully consider possible future changes to the data situaton of
the PACE data which, as explained previously, are critcal to determining whether data can be
considered anonymised. As noted above, whilst the risk of re-identfcaton of an anonymised
dataset might rightly be categorised as low at the point of disclosure, changes to the data
environment, such as the availability of new data or emergence of new technologies, could mean
that in tme the level of risk associated with that dataset could rise. The fact that the FTT did not
consider this possibility in any meaningful way further highlights how its decision appeared to be
made on an analysis and consideraton of the data contained within the PACE dataset alone, with
scant atenton being paid to the external environment of those data. For the reasons outlined
earlier in the artcle, this approach is plainly inconsistent with contemporary authoritatve
understandings of anonymisaton.

4.3. The drawing of improper conclusions about the PACE data from other
unrelated data disclosures
Similar observatons can also be made in respect of the FTT’s suggeston that the fact that other
similarly anonymised unrelated datasets had been previously released without giving rise to reidentfcaton problems was indicatve of the PACE data also being of a low re-identfcaton risk.
However, this was neither necessarily here nor there so far as determining the level of risk
associated with the PACE data was concerned, due to diferences between the data environments
of the immediate case and previous instances. As is convincingly argued by the UKAN Framework,
for anonymisaton atempts to have any chance of succeeding, re-identfcaton risk assessments
must be undertaken on a case-by-case basis, considering all known the contextual peculiarites of
the data in queston. Accordingly, the fact that other anonymised datasets had previously been
released without issue should have been considered of limited relevance as to whether any issues
were likely to arise in relaton to the PACE data.
In a similar vein, the FTT’s conclusion that QMUL sharing PACE data with a restricted range of
independent scientsts for research purposes represented an acknowledgement that the data had
been anonymised, and therefore was suitable for public disclosure under the FOIA, is also difcult
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to understand. Once again, as the UKAN Framework convincingly explains, the motvatons and
identtes of the recipients of anonymised datasets will have a profound impact on the level of risk
of re-identfcaton associated with the data contained therein. [88] By the same metric the
utlisaton of contextual controls, such as confdentality agreements and data use licences, are
also likely to be highly relevant to determining levels of re-identfcaton risk. In other words, just
because the disclosure of a dataset to one recipient can be considered low risk, it does not hold to
reason that disclosure to another recipient should be considered the same. As has been argued
convincingly elsewhere, for instance, an analysis of the GDPR’s provisions relatng to the defniton
of personal data and the concept of identfability reveals that whilst data might validly be thought
of as personal in the hands of one party, it does not follow that the same data must necessarily
also be considered personal in the hands of another.[89]
For instance, a small ofce of university researchers seeking to use a dataset for a specifc research
purpose and operatng under a licence to use the dataset only for that specifc purpose, might
plausibly represent a considerably lower risk than a large multnatonal corporaton, not bound by
any licensing agreement, that wished to use the dataset for the purposes of pursuing various
unspecifed commercial actvites for the sake of fnancial gain. These are issues that have also
been noted in both the literature pertaining to the anonymisaton of personal data and data
protecton,[90] as well as risk research and risk management more generally. [91] It is therefore
troubling that the FTT appeared to take the attude that the fact that disclosure to a selected and
limited range of independent scientsts under controlled conditons was indicatve of the PACE
data being of a low-risk of re-identfcaton in a broader sense, therefore rendering them suitable
for unrestricted public disclosure.

4.4. Looking to the future – the need to devise a new approach to data disclosures
For the reasons outlined above, it can convincingly be argued that the approach of the FTT in the
QMUL case was clearly detached from contemporary and authoritatve understandings of
anonymisaton. However, the FTT’s approach to data disclosures did broadly coalesce with the
FOIA’s “release and forget” ethos. As alluded to above, having decided that the PACE data had
been anonymised the FTT had no opton but to order their disclosure on a “release and forget”
basis, such is the wording of the FOIA. The QMUL case not only highlights, therefore, how the
courts appear to have a poor grasp of anonymisaton, but that they are operatng under a legal
framework which is also disconnected from anonymisaton’s practcal realites.
As noted previously, the FOIA’s approach means that in many circumstances personal data cannot
be disclosed following a FOI request, but non-personal data, or personal data that have been
successfully anonymised, can be released without restricton and efectvely forgoten about. This
approach appears to rely upon the assumpton that data must always exist in fnite, defnitve, and
unalterable states (i.e. personal data will always be personal, data that are not personal will never
be personal and, vice versa, data that have been anonymised will forever remain anonymous). This
is evidently not the case. Questons regarding whether certain informaton consttutes personal
data, or whether personal data have been anonymised, are highly contextual, and their answers
can, and in many instances will, change drastcally with the passage of tme. There is no guarantee
that data that can be considered anonymous in a certain context one day should necessarily be
considered anonymous in that same context the next. Given the possible harms that may be
experienced by individuals in the event of their anonymised personal data being “de-anonymised”,
this presents a severe problem. Whilst it may remain appropriate for some data types to be
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disclosed without issue under a “release and forget” approach, this will clearly not be true for all
types of data. Accordingly, is simply unrealistc for releasers and recipients of anonymised datasets
to contnue to remain free from post-release obligatons and controls. Accordingly, the FOIA’s
approach to data disclosures is evidently in need of a fundamental rethink, and a new approach
which incorporates such obligatons and controls is needed.
The challenge of course, is working out how this might best be done. As has been noted
elsewhere, for instance, though debates surrounding issues relatng to anonymisaton and the
regulaton of data disclosures, and data-handling practces more generally, have been discussed in
the academic and scholarly literature for the best part of a decade, and have even reached the
mainstream in some instances, law and policy has not meaningfully moved forward. [92] As a
means of atemptng to advance the debate in this area, the remainder of this artcle is dedicated
to considering whether the utlisaton of data protecton by design strategies may help improve
upon the abovementoned defciencies of the FOIA’s “release and forget” approach to disclosing
data.

5. Data protecton by design: a way of reconciling anonymisaton
and FOIA disclosures?
The term privacy by design entered use around 2000, with the Workshop on Freedom and Privacy
by Design at the Computers, Freedom and Privacy 2000 conference, [93] as well as being
mentoned in a variety of other academic papers published around the same tme. [94] The noton
of data protecton by design, as an ofshoot of privacy by design, is essentally directed at
informaton systems development, with the aim of ensuring that privacy and data protectonrelated interests are accounted for (i.e. “built in”) during the lifecycle of such development. [95]
The ratonale behind this ethos is the belief that building data protecton principles into the
architecture of informaton systems will improve the principles’ tracton. [96]
Over the last ten or so years talk of privacy and data protecton by design has become a staple part
of the data protecton discourse, and recogniton of its signifcance and potental value has
gradually increased. In 2010, for instance, the 32 nd Internatonal Conference of Data Protecton
and Privacy Commissioners unanimously passed a resoluton recognising privacy by design as an
essental component of fundamental privacy protecton. [97] Similar sentments have also more
recently been expressed by the Artcle 29 Working Party, [98] the US Federal Trade Commission,
[99] the European Court of Human Rights, [100] and the Court of Justce of the European Union.
[101]

As has been noted elsewhere, regulatory approaches to privacy and data protecton by design
have invited new and innovatve new approaches to privacy and data protecton rule-making. [102]
Perhaps the best examples of this happening in practce are artcles 25(1) and 25(2) of the GDPR,
which impose upon data controllers an obligaton to implement technical and organisatonal
measures designed to implement data-protecton principles in an efectve manner, integrate
safeguards into the processing of personal data which give efect to the other provisions of the
GDPR, and to ensure that by default only personal data that are necessary for a specifc purpose
are processed.[103]
In a sense, it is perhaps strange that the GDPR places such emphasis on the noton of privacy and
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data protecton by design as these are notons that emphasise the role of the designer and
integrator of a system. This is because in many instances the data controllers to whom the GDPR
applies will not be responsible for designing their systems as this will be done by a third party.
Nevertheless, it is the data controller, rather than the system designer, who will bear the burden
of meetng the GDPR’s data protecton by design obligatons. System designers are not formally
recognised by the GDPR in any capacity.[104] Perhaps for reasons such as this Art. 25 has been
identfed as being one of the most unorthodox and ambitous of the GDPR’s new provisions. [105]
Some, for instance, have expressed doubts about the likelihood of atempts to instl data
protecton by design ideals via legislatve provisions succeeding, [106] whilst others, more
generally, have suggested that such initatves may in fact be counterproductve in some instances,
and in others may even create negatve privacy impacts. [107] Others, however, have been more
optmistc, and have highlighted how privacy by design initatves have to date enjoyed successes
in a number of diferent areas of applicaton.[108]
Irrespectve of its success, or lack thereof, in other areas, however, it would seem data protecton
by design could potentally play an important role in the context of FOI legislaton, specifcally in
terms of addressing the abovementoned concerns associated with the FOIA’s “release and forget”
approach to data disclosures. One notable possibility would be the introducton, or “building in”,
of new organisatonal measures to the procedure for making FOI requests. A proposed new model
built around various organisatonal measures, including the screening of FOI requests and the
utlisaton of data licensing mechanisms, is sketched in the following secton of the artcle.

6. A new model for data disclosures made under the FOIA 2000
The authors’ proposed new model for data disclosures made under the FOIA represents an
alternatve to the current “release and forget” approach, is designed to bring the law into
alignment with the practcal realites of anonymisaton, and is comprised of four individual stages:
•

A preliminary screening stage;

•

An applicant motvaton screening stage;

•

A risk analysis stage; and

•

A licensed disclosure stage.

6.1. Preliminary Screening Stage
In the frst stage of the disclosure process an individual making a FOI request would be obligated
to state the data/informaton they were requestng access to, the reasons behind their request,
and the purposes for which the requested data would be used in as much detail as possible (e.g.
for medical research, monitoring possible corrupton, checking government spending etc.). In
additon to this, the applicant would be required to explain how, and under what conditons, they
would store the data were they to receive them (i.e. whether any security measures would be in
place etc.).
The public authority would then be required to assess whether informaton requested under an
FOI request were either about an individual or could theoretcally be used to identfy an individual
and, if so, whether their disclosure would breach the data protecton principles as contained
within the Data Protecton Act 2018.[109]
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In other words, the public authority would be required to examine whether the informaton
requested were either personal data or anonymised data that would consttute personal data
were they to be de-anonymised, and whether the disclosure of such informaton would be either
be unlawful or unfair.
If the requested informaton was neither personal data nor anonymised personal data, assuming
no other restricton or exempton contained within the FOIA applied, the public authority would
be free to disclose the requested informaton on a “release and forget” basis and would not be
required to contnue with the subsequent stages of the disclosure process.
If the requested informaton was personal data, the public authority would be required to assess
whether the disclosure of those data would amount to a breach of the data protecton principles
(i.e. whether the release of those data would be fair and lawful) by way of reference to the
relevant provisions of the General Data Protecton Regulaton, DPA 2018, and the guidance of the
ICO.
If the disclosure of the personal data was neither unlawful nor unfair there would be no issue with
the release of those data, as such a release would not breach any of the data protecton principles.
The public authority would once again be free to disclose the requested informaton on a “release
and forget” basis and would not be required to contnue with the subsequent stages of the
disclosure process. If, however, it was believed that the disclosure of the requested informaton
would be either unlawful or unfair, then the general disclosure of the requested data would not be
permissible, and the public authority would be required to anonymise the requested data to the
best of their ability and proceed to the next stage in the disclosure process.
If the requested informaton was anonymised personal data, the public authority would be
required to assess whether the disclosure of those data, were they to be de-anonymised, would
amount to a breach of the data protecton principles. If the answer to this queston was no, then
the requested informaton could be disclosed. If the answer to this queston was yes, the public
authority would be required to contnue with the disclosure process.
Put simply, this stage of proceedings is designed to ensure that only FOI requests that may
potentally lead to a breach of an individual’s data protecton rights are subject to the full
disclosure process outlined below. If there is no prospect of an individual’s data protecton rights
being afected, subjectng the requested informaton to the below risk analyses becomes
unnecessary. The inclusion of this stage in the process should, therefore, prevent public
authorites from having to undertake superfuous, and possibly cost intensive, risk analyses in
relaton to all FOI requests.
As noted above, however, as has been argued elsewhere, in most circumstances disclosures of
personal data under the FOIA are unlikely to be considered fair or lawful, which would necessitate
the utlisaton of the subsequent stages of the disclosure process in many cases. [110]
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Fig.1, below, shows an explanatory fowchart which illustrates how part one of the preliminary
screening stage would operate in practce.
Fig.1: Preliminary Screening Assessment Flowchart

6.2. Applicant Motvaton Screening Stage
In the second stage of the disclosure process, the public authority would be required to consider
the motvatons of the individual making the FOI request (which had been provided at the tme of
the request was made), and the reasons/intended purposes behind their request.
In the perhaps unlikely event an individual was to state a reason that was illegitmate or otherwise
incompatble with the thrust of data protecton law and freedom of informaton law (e.g. a desire
to obtain personal data, uncover state secrets, or access informaton received in confdence) their
request could be immediately declined. In the more likely event of an individual’s request being
based on legitmate reasons, the public authority of whom the FOI request was made could
proceed to the second stage in the disclosure process.
The inclusion of this applicant screening stage would help public authorites to identfy precisely
which data were the focus of an individual’s FOI request, help with the identfcaton of precisely
which data would be necessary to respond to the request in full, help with the making of
determinatons as part of the risk analysis stage of the disclosure process (outlined below),
expedite the rejecton of vexatous and/or illegitmate requests, and ensure that the tme elapsed
between a request being made and the requested data being disclosed was kept to a minimum.
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Fig.2, below, shows an explanatory fowchart which illustrates how this stage of the disclosure
process would operate in practce.
Fig.2: Applicant Motvaton Screening Stage Flowchart

6.3. Risk Analysis Stage
Having identfed the data requested by an applicant, the public authority of whom the request
had been made would then subject the data requested to up to three diferent types of risk
assessment, the outcomes of which would be measurable on a numerical scale (1 = negligible, 2 =
moderate, 3 = high). To be clear, it would be the public authority of whom the FOI request had
been made who would bear the burden for carrying out these inital assessments, as is the case at
present under the ‘release and forget’ model. The decisions of public authorites could be
appealed to the Informaton Commissioner, and subsequently to the First Tier Tribunal.
1)
The frst analysis would require the public authority to assess the risk of the data requested
being used to identfy an individual were the data to be released openly, without restricton.
If, following this analysis, the public authority considered the risk of identfcaton/re-identfcaton
to be negligible (i.e. given a risk score of 1), it could then proceed to the third type of risk analysis
listed below.
If, however, the level of risk was deemed to be greater than negligible (i.e. given a score of greater
than 1), the second type of risk analysis, also mentoned below, must frst be undertaken, and the
score from this second risk analysis used in lieu of the risk score obtained from the frst analysis.
2)
The second analysis would require the public authority to consider the risk of the data
requested being used to identfy an individual were the data used only and exclusively for the
purposes stated in the applicant’s inital FOI request, and stored in the way the applicant had
stated, as opposed to the data being released completely openly. The more detail the applicant
has provided, the easier it would likely be for this analysis to be carried out.
Once a score had been given in relaton to this assessment the public authority could then move to
the third risk analysis.
There would be no need for a public authority to undertake this second analysis if the complete
and unfetered disclosure of the data requested was negligible, as the ‘open’ release of the data
would obviously be broad enough to encompass any specifc intended purposes of uses of the
applicant.
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3)
The third and fnal risk analysis would require the public authority to assess, irrespectve of
the likelihood of the data being used to identfy an individual, the level of severity and/or harm
(i.e. impact it could have on an identfed individual) were identfcaton to occur.
If difcultes are experienced in calculatng the extent of possible harms, the sensitvity of the data
should act as a general guide. As has been noted elsewhere, for instance, the more sensitve data
are, the greater the harm is likely to be for any afected individuals in the event said data are used
for illicit or nefarious purposes.[111]
Having then undertaken the abovementoned exercises in risk-analysis, the public authority would
then combine the risk severity score from the frst or second risk analyses with the score from the
third risk analysis. In so doing, the public authority could discern an overall risk score associated
with the disclosure of the data subject to the FOI request. This score could then be used to plot
the overall level of risk associated with the disclosure of the data, a concept henceforth referred
to as “holistc risk”. Once a holistc level of risk had been determined with a prospectve data
disclosure, the public authority could then move to the third and fnal stage of disclosure.

6.4. Licensed Disclosure Stage
The fnal stage in the disclosure process would be built around a system of data licensing.
Depending on the level of holistc risk associated with the disclosure of specifc data (calculated
during the risk analysis stage of the process, outlined above) a public authority would then decide
upon an appropriate course of acton for those data. Such courses of acton might conceivably
involve completely open disclosure, restricted disclosure, or even non-disclosure.
In general terms, the greater the level of holistc risk associated with data at the heart of an FOI
request, the more likely it would be that the disclosure of those data would be subject to postrelease licensing conditons, controls and obligatons, which would apply both to the recipient(s) of
the data and the releasing public authority.
The recipients of released data, for instance, were such data of a certain risk status, could be
placed under licensing obligatons to not use data disclosed to them for certain purposes, or to not
share those data with any other partes. Concurrently, the releasing public authority could be
placed under an obligaton to monitor the ongoing situaton of those data and, in the event a
change in the external environment of those data were to occur and raise the risk status of those
data, be obligated to contact the recipient to cease processing of the data, to compel the recipient
to destroy all copies of the data, to contact any afected individuals who may be adversely
afected, and to act to mitgate any possible emergent harms.

6.5. Discussion
As highlighted previously, the releasing of anonymised personal data under the current “release
and forget” model of the FOIA cannot, in most circumstances at least, be considered appropriate,
as complete infallible anonymisaton is not possible. The unfetered release of such data could,
therefore, plausibly give rise to a high level of risk of re-identfcaton and afected individuals
sufering consequent harms. However, for the reasons stated previously, as anonymisaton is
highly contextual it may be possible for such data to be released in such a way that allows for
functonal anonymisaton to be achieved, thereby rendering the limited or controlled disclosure of
those data permissible. The use of a data licensing system in conjuncton with an obligaton for
makers of FOI requests to state their reasons and/or motvatons could be key to ensuring
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functonal anonymisaton in some contexts. The proposed new model sketched above illustrates
how such an approach could work in practce.
For instance, under the proposed model, if data requested via FOI legislaton either carried with
them a high risk of re-identfcaton were they to be released completely publicly or openly, or the
purposes for which the data were requested were likely to give rise to a high-risk of reidentfcaton, then it may be that they could instead be released under a specifc licence which
would prohibit certain subsequent sharing or usages of those data and mandate certain types of
security measures.[112] So long as the terms of such a licence were respected, the data requested
could potentally be considered, and remain, functonally anonymised, and so whilst their open
release may not be appropriate, their disclosure on a limited licensed basis this may not give rise
to a unacceptable level of risk. Obligatons could then also be placed on the releaser of data
following an FOI request that compelled them to monitor the ongoing data situaton of those data
in the event of any post-release changes which may impact the susceptbility of those data to reidentfcaton, allowing for the taking of post-release acton to mitgate any possible future harms.
Whilst various observers have examined the general possibility of data licensing agreements being
used in data protecton contexts, it appears litle atenton has hitherto been specifcally devoted
to the idea of developing a licensing system for the disclosure of anonymised data pursuant of FOI
requests.[113] As shown above, however, it is not especially difcult to envisage how a licensing
system for data disclosures built around the notons of anonymisaton and risk, where diferent
post-release obligatons, would be atached to data depending on their risk of re-identfcaton,
might be constructed.
How the proposed system might operate in practce is illustrated in the below hypothetcal
example:
Person A makes an FOI request to a public authority for dataset X (which is comprised of
anonymised personal data) and is required to state the purposes behind their request. Person A
states that they wish to acquire the data in dataset X for the purposes of Y.
The public authority of whom the request is made considers that the data contained within
dataset X would likely be re-identfed if they were to fall into the hands of Person B, or if the data
were used for purpose Z.
The release of dataset X under the “release and forget” model would clearly be inappropriate, as
releasing the data in this way would mean the data would likely end up in the possession of
Person B and/or end up being used for purpose Z.
The public authority, however, considers the probability of the data being re-identfed were they
to remain in the hands of Person A and used only for purpose Y would likely be negligible with
specifed security measures. Accordingly, were the data to be disclosed to Person A alone, and
used only for purpose Y, dataset X could be considered functonally anonymised.
Pursuant of this, having been made aware of Person A’s intentons, so to ensure that the data
remained functonally anonymised, the public authority could release dataset X to Person A under
a licence which specifed Person A was not permited to share the data with any other partes (or
perhaps specifcally not with Person B, or anyone who would likely share the data with Person B),
and not to use the data either for any purposes incompatble with purpose Y or for any actvity in
pursuit of purpose Z.
The public authority itself would then be placed under an obligaton to monitor the data situaton
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of the released data to ensure that in the event any changes might arise that could alter or raise
the risk of re-identfcaton associated with those data. If such a situaton were to arise, the public
authority would be under an obligaton to take steps to mitgate any possible harms.
This hypothetcal scenario highlights the incorporaton of data protecton by design initatves
could help reconcile the practcal realites of anonymisaton with FOI legislaton. Notably, the
introducton of such a system would go some way to addressing some of the perceived
shortcomings of the “release and forget” model of disclosure, specifcally the fact that under this
existng approach the recipient of data following a successful FOI request is under no specifc
obligatons regarding future sharing and re-uses of the data, meaning that any data disclosed
pursuant of an FOI request can efectvely become open data, and the fact that the releaser has no
obligatons post-release to monitor the situaton of those data.
Under a model in the vein of that sketched above, however, data could conceivably be released to
the makers of FOI requests, who would then be prohibited from any sharing or subsequent uses of
the data that could bring the risk of re-identfcaton associated with those data to an
unacceptable level. The releasing public authority would also have its own post-release obligatons
to monitor the ongoing situaton of the data and be obligated to act to mitgate any emergent
harms. In other words, the use of a model such as that described above would allow for decisions
to be made regarding the disclosure of anonymised data on a case-by-case basis, with full
consideraton being given to the external environment, or “data situaton” of the data requested,
and how it might change over tme post-release. In so doing it would allow the law to treat
anonymisaton as the ongoing, dynamic and highly-contextual process that it is, rather than a one
size fts all, one-tme event, and could help bridge the abovementoned disconnect between law
and technology.

7. Conclusion
As noted at its outset, the objectve of this artcle was twofold. The frst objectve was to highlight
how anonymisaton appears to currently enjoy an uneasy relatonship with the law, how the
“release and forget” ethos of the FOIA is not ft for purpose, divorced from authoritatve
contemporary understandings of the concepts of anonymisaton and personal data and, more
generally, to highlight how a new approach to regulatng FOI data disclosures was necessary. The
second was to consider whether an alternatve approach to data disclosures build around data
protecton by design elements could potentally help to improve the current situaton.
In relaton to the frst objectve, the artcle explained how answers to questons regarding whether
data can be considered either anonymous or personal will depend heavily on context and will be
infuenced by several factors, such as the nature and character of the data, the existence, identty
and desires of any illicit actors or “motvated intruders”, and the peculiarites of the “data
situaton” of those data. Furthermore, it was explained that the data situaton of any data will be
capable of changing, and likely will change over tme. Accordingly, anonymisaton must be
considered an ongoing and dynamic process that should never necessarily be thought of as being
concluded. For these reasons, there are reservatons to be had as to both the approach of UK
courts to issues relatng to anonymisaton, and the “release and forget” approach to data
disclosures of the FOIA, which cannot be considered ft for purpose in the context of datasets
made up of anonymised personal data.
In relaton to the artcle’s second objectve, the artcle argued how the incorporaton of data by
design strategies in the form of an built in obligaton for any individual making an FOI request to
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declare the reasoning and motves behind their request and a descripton of their data processing
environment, including related security measures, and the linkage of this to a system of data
licensing, represents a new approach to regulatng FOI requests that could potentally reconcile
FOI legislaton with the abovementoned issues relatng to anonymisaton. The alternatve model
for disclosing data pursuant of an FOI request presented above would allow for datasets consistng
of anonymised personal data to be released in a way that prevented, or at least mitgated,
possible threats of re-identfcaton and harm that would otherwise be present were the data to
be released and forgoten. The result of this would be to allow for data to be shared for the
purposes of FOI, whilst simultaneously allowing for the law to engage with the practcal realites of
anonymisaton and aford protecton to individuals’ whose data are contained within anonymised
datasets. In this sense, the model proposed above could have the potental to reconcile FOI
legislaton and anonymisaton.
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